REACH (Registration, Evaluation and Authorization of CHemicals) requires improved exposure models that can be incorporated into screening tools and refined assessment tools. These are referred to as tier 1 and 2 models, respectively. There are a number of candidate in tier 1 models that could be used with REACH. Tier 2 models, producing robust and realistic exposure assessments, are currently not available. A research programme is proposed in this paper that will result in a new, advanced exposure assessment tool for REACH. In addition, issues related to variability and uncertainty are discussed briefly, and some examples of tier 1 screening tools are presented. The proposed framework for the tier 2 tool is based on a Bayesian approach, and makes full use of mechanistically modelled estimates and any relevant measurements of exposure. The new approach will preclude the necessity to conduct of case-by-case exposure measurements for each chemical and scenario, since the system will allow for the use of analogous exposure data from relatively comparable scenarios. The development of the new approach requires substantial effort in the area of mechanistic modelling, database development and Bayesian statistical techniques. In this paper, the data gaps and areas for future research are identified to help realise and further improve this type of approach within REACH. A structured data collection and storage system is a central element of the research programme and the availability of this type of tool may also facilitate the sharing of exposure data down and up the supply chain. In addition, new data that are stored according to the proposed structure could enable the validation of any exposure model and thus this programme enhances the exposure assessment field as a whole.
Introduction
Under REACH (Registration, Evaluation and Authorization of CHemicals), the new chemicals policy in Europe, exposure scenarios form an essential basis for chemical risk assessment reports to show that chemicals can be used safely. An exposure scenario comprises a set of conditions that describe how the substance or preparation is manufactured or used during its life cycle and how the manufacturer or importer controls, or recommends downstream users to control, exposures of humans and the environment. The derivation of these recommendations requires specific measured exposure data or generic exposure assessment tools that can predict exposure distributions in a large variety of use scenarios. The new chemicals policy in Europe and more specifically the exposure scenario concept is described in more detail elsewhere in this special issue on REACH.
Within the context of the new legislation, the European Commission has initiated REACH Implementation Projects (RIPs) with the intention of developing tools and guidance. The RIP 3.2 proposed a tiered approach in which the first tier should provide a conservative (i.e., protective) system that can discriminate between substances in scenarios of some concern and those which are not (http://www.ecb.jrc.it/ home.php?contenu ¼ /document/reach/rip-find-reports/rip-3.2-1-CSA-CSR). For this first tier, various screening tools such as the ECETOC (European Centre for Ecotoxicology and Toxicology of Chemicals) Targeted Risk Assessment (TRA) (ECETOC, 2004) or the Stoffenmanager may be good candidates. Where it is not possible to rule out the possibility of any risk to health based on the first tier exposure estimates, chemicals should then be considered at a higher tier that will provide an additional level of confidence and sensitivity. Exposure models or already available exposure measurements may be used in a tier 2 assessment to more precisely determine exposure levels. Yet, a case-by-case assessment based on additional exposure measurements for each chemical of concern is generally considered impracticable and would be an expensive and slow process. Such an approach, that can be referred to as a tier 3, may be an option for a small group of chemicals for which safe use cannot be assured based on assessments made on the first two tiers.
Currently, the Exposure Assessment and Substance Estimation (EASE) model is used as the central model for regulatory exposure assessment in the EU (http:// www.ecb.jrc.it/existing-chemicals). However, there have recently been a number of studies that have looked at the reliability of EASE to predict exposures, particularly inhalation exposures. The conclusion of the researchers was that EASE needed to be completely revised if it was to provide more reliable estimates of exposure Hughson and Cherrie, 2005) . Subsequent to and based on this validation study, a workshop was organized by the UK Health and Safety Executive in November 2004. Participants were of the view that there was indeed a clear need for an improved exposure model to assist in regulatory risk assessment (Northage, 2005) .
Given the need for more robust and realistic exposure assessments within regulatory risk assessment, the primary objective of the current paper is to propose a new exposure modelling framework based on a Bayesian approach. This approach makes full use of mechanistically modelled estimates of exposure and any relevant exposure measurements. Additionally, data gaps and areas for future research to realise and further improve such an approach within REACH will be addressed. Issues related to exposure variability and uncertainty that are important in the context of regulatory exposure assessment will be discussed. Some examples of screening tools that could possibly be used as part of the first tier assessment are presented, and we discuss the need for consistency and integration among these various screening tools and the proposed more sophisticated tool for tier 2 assessments.
Exposure variability and uncertainty
Variability and uncertainty are distinct entities with different implications and should, if possible, be considered separately (Whitmyre et al., 1992) . Uncertainty arises from lack of knowledge, whereas variability arises from heterogeneity or diversity over time, space or between individuals in the population for which the assessment is being undertaken. Variability reflects the diversity in the people and circumstances and cannot be altered without intervening in that situation. Uncertainty reflects our lack of knowledge about the situation and how exposure arises; it can be reduced by acquiring more data about the scenario (Cherrie et al., 2004) .
Variability
Databases with repeated inhalation Rappaport et al., 1993; Symanski et al., 2006) or dermal Vermeulen, 2001, 2004 ) exposure measurements from a variety of workplaces and industries provided evidence of substantial variation between workers (betweenworker component of variance) and even more of temporal variation (within-worker component of variance). Factors that influence exposure may be associated with the agent itself, but the majority are linked to work content, tasks performed, production, environmental and personal characteristics (Woskie et al., 1995; Burstyn and Teschke, 1999) . More detailed lists of determinants are presented elsewhere for inhalation (Schneider et al., 1991) and dermal exposure . In general, uncertainty issues related to analytical and sampling error make a minor contribution to the observed variability in exposure (Nicas et al., 1991) .
Critical to the interpretation of exposure variability in the context of risk assessment is the averaging time of the assessment (Rappaport, 1991; Rappaport et al., 1995) . For most chronic effects, variability of long-term average exposure values are relevant (i.e., between-worker variability), whereas short-term exposure fluctuations (i.e., withinworker (temporal) variability) are important for risk assessments of chemicals associated with acute health effects (Wegman et al., 1992) . In this context, it is important to note that temporal variability increases with decreasing averaging times (Wallace et al., 1994) . Generally, exposure variability within a shift over short averaging times is larger than day-today variability. Hence, assessments over longer averaging periods serve to smooth short-term fluctuations and this should be taken into account explicitly in the risk assessment process. It should be noted that within the existing European regulatory context, very few exposure assessments currently include a rigorous assessment of within-and between-worker variability. More usually, only total exposure variability is assessed.
Exposure assessments for occupational epidemiological studies show that between-worker variability among members of an exposure group (e.g., defined by job title and location) may substantially reduce with increasing specificity of the grouping strategy (Kromhout et al., 1996; Tielemans et al., 1998) . Similarly, in the regulatory exposure assessment domain, heterogeneity of exposure between workers depends on the level of specificity of the exposure scenario. A generic scenario covering various uses with broadly defined risk measurement measures will show large exposure variability, whereas a specific scenario covering a single well-established process reflects a less heterogeneous population in terms of exposure (Cherrie et al., 2004) .
Obviously, the level of specificity of the exposure scenario will have important implications for the exposure assessment approach within REACH. The restriction of the boundaries of an exposure scenario facilitates a more specific estimation of worker populations, reducing the likelihood of missing particular sub-groups of highly exposed workers within a scenario. An in-depth exposure analysis requires detailed input information, which is most probably provided by specific scenario descriptions. The exposure scenario concept will be discussed elsewhere in this issue.
Uncertainty
Estimates of exposure variability produced by models are generally subject to a large degree of uncertainty, which can be distinguished into scenario uncertainty, model uncertainty and input parameter uncertainty (Cherrie et al., 2004) .
Scenario uncertainty arises from differences between the situation being modelled and the actual situation (Fryer et al., 2006) . These differences may be attributed, among other things, to operational factors such as industrial processes and materials (e.g., specific tasks), population or individual aspects (e.g., behavioural practices) and miscellaneous factors (e.g., climate conditions) (Tielemans et al., 2002a) . One might stipulate that scenario uncertainty is especially a problem for new uses of a substance when little is known about the actual use pattern (Cherrie et al., 2004) . Scenario uncertainty can be incorporated in the modelling process using Bayesian statistics, as will be discussed later. Model uncertainty results from discrepancies between how actual processes are simulated in the model and how these processes occur in reality. Irrespective of the type of model, only the most dominant processes can be accounted for. The important question is whether the model adequately presents those aspects of reality that are of concern to the risk assessor (Morgan and Henrion, 1990) . The development of a conceptual framework explicitly describing the processes leading to exposure might help to improve the basis of a model and to reduce uncertainty, or at least to increase the transparency of the model with respect to its uncertainty. Parameter uncertainty reflects the lack of knowledge of the true value.
A tiered approach: conservative versus realistic assessments
The proposed approach to exposure assessment in REACH is a tiered approach in which comparatively simple, easy to use and inexpensive assessments are performed on all substances (tier 1). The outcomes of these evaluations are used to select chemicals at higher risk, for further, more elaborate evaluations. In this first step, sophisticated modelling is not needed as long as the assessment overestimates the exposure. The precautionary principle dictates a conservative or ''worst case'' approach to safeguard worker health in Europe. How high this conservatism ought to be is a matter of debate. The decision is essentially a trade off between optimizing the ability to detect true risk scenarios on one side and usability of a system on the other.
Advanced modelling approaches with less inherent uncertainty will produce more realistic estimates in a second tier. Yet, even for advanced modelling, some level of conservatism may be necessary and should be based on insights provided by validation studies of the model. It might be envisaged that, for some particular situations, even a third tier can be necessary, representing a focused and comprehensive exposure survey covering the scenario of interest. Figure 1 depicts the various hypothetical tiers in the context of related model uncertainty and level of conservatism of the exposure assessment. One might expect a significant difference between very broad tier 1 screening models and sophisticated tier 2 models; a more subtle improvement towards further refinement in tier 3 is expected. The size of the tiers in Figure 1 reflects the anticipated number of chemicals that should pass the various levels of assessment.
The exposure assessment and determination of the required level of conservatism is a complex process given that it is an interplay between scientific reasoning and political decision-making (Hertz-Picciotto, 1995) be protected. This can be considered a political decisionmaking process.
Examples of tier 1 tools
The RIP 3.2-1 report provides a comprehensive list of available tools (http://www.ecb.jrc.it/home.php?contenu ¼ /document/reach/rip-find-reports/rip-3.2-1-CSA-CSR). The use and development of tier 1 or screening tools is currently fragmentary in nature; most tools have evolved along distinct lines and were developed for different purposes.
Several tools may contain useful elements to act as generic screening tools (e.g., VCI categories; SOMS Quick scan; UIC DT 63 and DT 80; Tier 0 of the ECETOC TRA tool) or to provide conservative assessments of specific scenarios (e.g., TGD default scenarios; RISKOFDERM dermal default scenarios; standard assessments new substances; Tier 1 of the ECETOC TRA tool; UEC concept of the German agencies). Others were designed to provide useful guidance on risk management. Examples of the later category are, among others, COSHH Essentials, ILO Chemical Control Toolkit, Stoffenmanager, US EPA ChemSteer software suite, RISKOFDERM Toolkit and CIA Safe Handling of Colorants 2. For a detailed discussion, we refer to the RIP 3.2-1 report.
The core operating principle of any screening tool should be that it is simple, readily understood and with an appropriate level of conservatism (i.e., protective). In general, one of the main weaknesses of the available screening tools is that only few have been properly validated. This prohibits the evaluation of all available tools. Ultimately, sensitivity analyses and validation studies form the basis for a transparent decision-making process, and thus our evidence base should substantially grow in the near future. Models that are to some extent validated are briefly discussed below.
The ECETOC TRA is currently the only tool with a tiered approach already built-in. It makes use of a list of standard scenarios and requires information on physical state (solid and liquid), vapour pressure and dustiness, presence of local exhaust ventilation (LEV) and duration of activities. Comparison of ECETOC TRA and EU established risk outcomes for a range of 66 case studies showed that the tool did not fail to identify any real risks. Although the size of the validation study was limited, this suggests that the proposed ECETOC TRA scheme potentially offers a valid tier 1 tool.
COSHH Essentials is not a tool primarily developed for exposure assessment, but is a tool that provides guidance on control (Russel et al., 1998; Evans and Garrod, 2006) . COSHH Essentials was developed as an integrated approach that is difficult to evaluate in isolation (Money et al., 2006) . Nevertheless, some studies specifically focused on the exposure assessment element and compared exposure estimates integral to COSSH Essentials with field study results (Tischer et al. 2003; Jones and Nicas, 2006) . These studies provide conflicting results and warrant further research into the reliability of this tool.
The web-based tool called ''Stoffenmanager'' is developed to assist small medium enterprises (SMEs) to prioritize risk of chemicals in their workplace. The exposure model of the Stoffenmanager is to a large extent based on a deterministic model developed by Cherrie and Schneider (1999) . A validation study covering around 1000 measurements showed reasonably good associations between model predictions and empirical data (Tielemans et al., 2007) .
Proposal for new tier 2 approach: integration of model estimates and measurements
Recently, a more robust and reliable way forward in exposure modelling was indicated (Creely et al., 2005) , making full use of mechanistically modelled estimates of exposure and any relevant measurements of exposure. This approach follows a Bayesian approach and it could serve as a second tier exposure assessment in REACH. The proposed structure of the approach is given in Figure 2 (from Creely et al., 2005) . The exposure scenario description provides the input parameters that are required for the mechanistic modelling. Monte-Carlo simulations based on the mechanistic models produce a Bayesian 'prior' representing uncertainty in the median exposure and expressing the state of knowledge in the absence of measured data. In addition, the exposure scenario gives guidance to a data retrieval process selecting relevant exposure data from a database. The level of similarity between the exposure scenario and selected measurement series can be assessed using an analogy algorithm. The 'prior' can then be combined with retrieved data to give an updated 'posterior' distribution reflecting an improved knowledge state due to availability of data. Uncertainty due to a lack of analogy between the retrieved data and the exposure scenario, as assessed by an analogy algorithm, can be taken into account in the Bayesian analyses. The explicit incorporation of this 'scenario uncertainty' in the exposure assessment process enables the inclusion of a broad range of available measurements and thus to make full use of available empirical evidence.
Bayesian ideas are increasingly used to mathematically refine expert opinions or model outputs with actual exposure measurements (Ramachandran and Vincent, 1999; Wild et al., 2002; Ramachandran et al., 2003; Hewett et al., 2006) . Most exposure assessors in regulatory risk assessment already act in some sense as Bayesian practitioners, since they often have to supplement limited data of poor quality (Northage and Marquart, 2001; Tielemans et al., 2002b) with subjective judgements. In a more formal Bayesian framework, however, the integration can be done in an objective and transparent manner, that is more in line with evidence-based occupational hygiene and exposure assessment.
There are currently no tools of this type available, although much of the underpinning scientific research to develop such a system has been completed. The Bayesian Exposure Assessment Toolkit (BEAT) (BSG, 2002), developed for assessing dermal exposure to biocides, incorporates several of the components of the proposalFnamely, automated retrieval of exposure measurements from an integrated database using an analogy algorithm and the Bayesian combination of these data. However this system contains no mechanistic model. The new approach requires additional development in the area of deterministic models, exposure databases and Bayesian statistics, as is discussed below and summarized in Table 1 .
Deterministic modelling
A great deal of fundamental work on the processes leading to dermal exposure variation has already been completed. The postulated conceptual model of Schneider et al. (1999) and results of the RISKOFDERM project van Hemmen, 2004 ) are a solid basis for mechanistic modelling. Currently, a conceptual model for inhalation exposure is under development. Algorithms on a (semi-) quantitative level that closely follow the conceptual models have been developed for inhalation and dermal exposure (van Wendel de Joode et al., 2003) . A comparison between estimates of the inhalation model and exposure measurements show reasonably good correlations across a broad range of workplace scenarios , and the model is considered to be useful for (retrospective) exposure assessment in epidemiological studies (Semple et al., 2001) . Similarly, comparisons of the dermal model (i.e., dermal exposure assessment methodology (DREAM)) with exposure measurements are re-assuring (van Wendel de Joode et al., 2005b ) and DREAM appears to be a promising tool for exposure assessment in epidemiological studies as well (van Wendel de Joode et al., 2005a) . Given these validation results and their transparent enclosure of all relevant exposure processes, these models may be considered a solid basis for producing 'prior' estimates in the advanced approach.
Yet, the parameters in these models are defined on a very high level of abstraction (e.g., various categories for handling a substance, intrinsic emission properties of a substance, and so on) and are therefore vulnerable to subjective and thus ambiguous interpretations. Currently, these models are applied in case-by-case assessments for epidemiological studies where high-quality guidance information is available. For regulatory purposes in the context of REACH, however, these models and their input parameters should be defined in a more detailed level, as guidance will often be absent. To arrive at more closed and transparent definitions of model parameters, we propose the development of a exposure taxonomy. A hierarchical structure is proposed that (1) describes exposure determinants on an abstract (e.g., handling properties) and more detailed level (e.g., spray pressure) and (2) clusters occupational activities with common determinants. This is very important, as different underlying exposure determinants may be relevant across the whole spectrum of occupational activities.
The proposed taxonomy clusters occupational activities with similar underlying exposure determinants into generic groups, referred to as ''operation units''. The operation unit concept has been first proposed for dermal exposure in the RISKOFDERM project and is schematically depicted in Figure 3 . Currently, several operation units are proposed in the context of the RIPs and this concept will be further developed. Occupational Table 1 . Areas of research that require further development to advance the field of exposure modelling.
Deterministic model
Development of exposure taxonomy providing hierarchical structuring of determinants and occupational activities Increasing the transparency of parameter definitions in existing models (based on exposure taxonomy) Capturing the current state of knowledge on exposure determinants (expert elicitation procedure and collation of empirical information) Exposure databases Development of a consensus database system containing all required contextual information Bayesian statistics Development of data exchange modules to communicate between databases Development of similarity modules to evaluate and incorporate ''scenario uncertainty'' in exposure modelling Tools for regulatory assessment of occupational exposure Tielemans et al. activities are clustered in groups like ''immersion operations'' (e.g., dipping, pouring and soaking) or ''air dispersive techniques'' (e.g., spraying for surface coating), each covering a specific exposure process with unique exposure determinants. The exposure taxonomy will form the basis for the hierarchical parameterization of the available mechanistic models and provides guidance for database development and selection of data in the empirical part of the model. In addition, the operation unit concept enables a transparent linking of available models to specific occupational activities. This is an important issue, as the range of occupational activities is broad and various refinements of the model may be necessary to predict exposure over this range. It is envisaged that exposure within a given operation unit can be predicted by one model.
The current version of the mechanistic models for inhalation and dermal exposure include parameters with various classes per parameter. The respective model developers assigned values to these classes on a logarithmic scale (e.g., 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3 and 10). To improve further the available models, the optimal resolution or number of classes per parameter and the assigned values should be based on the state of the art view of the exposure assessment community. Research has indicated that there is a need for a formal elicitation process to arrive at such a view, since experts are unable to provide accurate data simply on request (Morgan and Henrion, 1990) . It is envisaged that a rather large and heterogeneous panel of experts should be selected, so that the broadest possible range of expertise on exposure modelling is represented (Clemen and Winkler, 1999) .
To underpin the expert elicitation procedure, an evidence database is needed that collates empirical information from the scientific literature on exposure determinants. A broad range of determinants has been documented in exposure assessment studies and, thus, substantial quantitative information on exposure determinants has been accumulated by the occupational hygiene profession (Burstyn and Teschke, 1999) . At present, an exposure control effectiveness library (ECEL) is under development that collates information on effectiveness of an array of risk management measures (Goede et al., 2006) .
Exposure databases
The empirical part of the proposed new approach requires a comprehensive exposure database containing both inhalation and dermal exposure measurements. A consensus database structure is needed, including all relevant contextual information on exposure determinants as set down in the exposure taxonomy.
The database should also include a basic scoring scheme that considers the most important aspects of data quality (Rajan et al., 1997; Money and Margary, 2002; Tielemans et al., 2002b) . Such a scoring scheme in combination with the exposure taxonomy may also provide useful guidance for the conduct of future field studies to collect new data to refine further estimates. Several occupational exposure databases already exist (Morgan, 2001) , for example, COLCHIC (Vincent and Jeandel, 2001) , MEGA (Stamm 2001) and NEDB (Burns and Beaumont, 1989) . Currently, new exposure databases are under development, such as CEMAS (Chemical Exposure Management System) and a Dutch initiative called STEAMbase (SToffenmanager Exposure And Modelling database). The CEMAS database is recently finalized and might form a good basis for a structured data storage system (http://www.cemas.info).
To make full use of existing data, effort will be made to communicate with and exchange data with other databases. The database usefulness will be maximized by the construction of transparent data exchange modules. The ease of data transfer between databases and thus the specific features of exchange modules depends on comparability of the database architecture and coding schemes. Once again, a consensus exposure taxonomy facilitates such a data transfer process. Ultimately, this results in a network that may provide the Figure 3 . Clustering of occupational activities into operation units sharing the same determinants.
Tools for regulatory assessment of occupational exposure Tielemans et al.
foundation for uniform exposure data collection. This will facilitate the sharing of exposure data down and up the supply chain, and provide optimal use of existing data in risk assessment within REACH.
Bayesian statistics
The Bayesian methodology can be used to integrate model predictions and exposure data. Once the prior distribution according to mechanistic model outputs is determined and a likelihood function based on the exposure data is specified, Bayes' rule provides a systematic procedure for updating the model estimates. Determination of the likelihood function should explicitly take into account uncertainty in the exposure data. As well as sample size, two other aspects are important in this respect, that is the level of similarity assessed by a similarity module and level of representativeness of the measurement series.
A similarity algorithm for retrieving data from a database and establishing the level of analogy (i.e., level of ''scenario uncertainty'') is essential. The level of additional uncertainty introduced to the likelihood function is postulated to be proportional to the level of analogy between scenarios. The similarity module is envisaged to include the same parameters as the proposed mechanistic models and will be comparable to the algorithm used in the BEAT (BSG, 2002) . A logical first step might be to only retrieve data that belong to the same operation unit as the assessment scenario with further refinements dependent on the level of agreement between exposure determinants. According to assessed level of analogy between scenarios, an additional component to the uncertainty will be introduced through the likelihood function. The similarity algorithm will also provide guidance for exposure assessors to design an optimal exposure survey for updating the estimates when good quality exposure data are lacking in the database.
Additional uncertainty of the measurement series due to non-representativeness should also be taken into account. A perfectly representative measurement survey includes measurements collected for the correct time, space and population. This is hardly ever achieved in practice. Hence, the available data are often not completely representative of the exposure scenario of interest and this adds uncertainty to the exposure assessment (Thompson, 1999) . These uncertainties can be taken into account by giving more weight to data that cover multiple sites, countries and worker populations across Europe. Hence, an algorithm could be developed that incorporates the level of comprehensiveness of the measurement series and additional uncertainty will be related to the lack of coverage of the measurement series. In a slightly different context, techniques exist for increasing the uncertainty in input parameters to account for these limitations in the data (Shlyakhter, 1994; Hammitt and Shlyakhter, 1999) . Currently, there is no experience with the incorporation of these uncertainties in Bayesian exposure assessments.
Discussion and conclusion
REACH requires a process for model improvement that incorporates screening tools and refined tools. The use of screening tools in Europe is currently fragmentary in nature, in that different countries/organizations may be using different tools. The lack of validation studies makes a comprehensive evaluation of available tools difficult at this stage. A line of research has been proposed in this paper that will result in a new exposure assessment approach which will produce more realistic estimates. Currently, such a tier 2 model is lacking and this gap in exposure modelling should be closed in the near future to ensure the effectiveness of REACH.
The further development of a new exposure assessment approach will require substantial effort in the area of mechanistic modelling, database development and Bayesian statistical techniques, as is outlined in Table 1 . Research activities should focus on the following:
Development of an exposure taxonomy to more transparently define exposure determinants, reduce subjectivity in exposure assessment and adequately link the broad range of possible workplace scenarios to the appropriate models or refinements of the same model. Database development with special attention to exchange of exposure data among databases to open up the available but fragmented exposure data. Development of Bayesian methods for exposure assessment to optimize the use of available empirical data. In addition, a software platform is needed for migration of the proposed tool to a fully web-enabled model to ensure public availability.
The proposed new approach will reduce the need to conduct case-by-case exposure measurements for each chemical and scenario, since the system allows the use of analogous exposure data from relatively similar scenarios. Yet, it should be recognized that a large amount of only moderately analogues data not completely reflecting the scenario of interest will not result in very precise estimates. Hence, although the conduct of measurements is not necessary in all cases, the proposed system provides an incentive to collect scenario-specific additional data.
The proposed research programme has a spin-off not only in the area of advanced exposure modelling but it may also strengthen the underpinning of tier 1 models. The research activities should give a framework that provides a common approach for defining the main modifying factors for exposure, incorporation of effectiveness of risk measurement measures and how to deal with uncertainty. A exposure taxonomy with operation units facilitates the linkage of appropriate tier 1 models and the broad spectrum of workplace scenarios. In addition, new data that are collected and stored according to the proposed structure can facilitate the validation of any model and thus enhancing the exposure assessment field as a whole. The authors hope that this paper contributes to the dialogue that leads to a research programme to improve tier 1 and 2 models within regulatory exposure assessment.
